Concrete Building Safety Program
Stakeholder Working Group Meeting #8
Sept 14, 2023
12pm-2pm PST City Hall Room #305

Meeting Objectives

- The Working Group receives a report back on the data collected from the voting form to better understand where the group stands on recommendations for the Concrete Building Safety Program as they will be presented to the Executive Panel.
- The Working Group gets clarity on timeline, next steps and activities to further refine any outstanding recommendations.
- The Working Group participates in an exercise to understand where certain recommendations would fall along key milestones for the program, and celebrates this last official Working Group meeting as having fulfilled our charter.

Meeting Agenda

1. Welcome, Meeting Recap, Agenda & Appreciation (15 min)
   Welcome from Brian Strong and CBSP Project Team

2. Report Back – Voting form and status of recommendations (30 min)
   Presentation of process and data collected from voting form to convey priority recommendations along with ‘new’ recommendations added to the form by the Stakeholder Working Group.

3. Break (10 min)

4. Milestone Mapping (45 min)
   Working Group participates in an exercise to map the recommendations along key milestones of a proposed Concrete Building Safety Program so that the anticipated impacts of program elements are better understood by Working Group members and the stakeholders they represent.

5. Wrap Up & Next Steps (15 min)
   Determine activities and desired participation for future engagement, including presentations to the Executive Panel, focus groups and long-term participation in proposed program components.